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DISABILITIES? THINGS TO CONSIDER:
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Adapted with permission from “Limit liability related to students with disabilities in
fraternity, sorority houses”, originally published in the journal Disability Compliance
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18, 2015
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When determining whether your institution is required to provide accommodations in
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costly litigation after the fact, just focus on doing the right thing. Here are some things
to think about:
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Consider safety



Talk to the chapter president, facility manager, landlord and national/local
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organization to determine how you can all improve safety and accessibility
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Prepare for service, therapy animals


Department of Justice says only dogs or miniature horses are permitted as service animals in
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 Fraternity and sorority housing can also be subject to the Fair Housing Act, which would allow you
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to legally require more documentation for emotional support animals in those settings
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 Consider how you’ll handle roommates who have legitimate allergies or phobias related to
everumetur?animals
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Don’t assume it’s unhealthy to have animals around food areas or charge upfront fees for
animals in bedrooms You can probably charge members for repairing damage an animal caused
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Review membership requirements
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You do not have to excuse misconduct even if a student says, ‘I’m an alcoholic or addicted to
drugs.” Instead, consider whether the student meets membership requirements, which often
HERE —
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requirement, they don’t have to lower it for students with disabilities
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Always consider consulting with your campus disability services office about the assistance you can
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provide. http://www.disabilitycomplianceforhighereducation.com/Article-Detail/limit-liability-related-to-
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NEED PROPERTY
OR LIABILITY INSURANCE?

Our FPMA Insurance Program is just what you need!
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COVERAGE CORNER
Mick McGill, VP Client Services/Shareholder | Holmes Murphy
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The FPMA Property Program now offers the option to purchase coverage for Bed Bug Remediation with
everumetur? equ assimax imagnat emporernam qui dolorro tet, site dol.
available policy limits of either $15,000 or $25,000. This policy provision extends coverage for reasonable
and necessary remediation, decontamination, cleaning and exterminating expenses of the Building and
Business Personal Property at the insured premise when completed by a remediation vendor preapproved by the property insurance carrier. Coverage also applies for the actual Loss of Business Income
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to the policy limit of $25,000 to protect covered property at the described premises from imminent direct
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physical loss or damage caused by or resulting from a covered cause of loss. An insured is obligated to
put the property insurance carrier on notice of the need to incur the Loss Prevention Expenses within 24
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FLSA OVERTIME
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3 Tests are used to determine eligibility:


Salary Basis TITLE HERE TITLE HERE
Salary Level Labores eaquia sum ipiet et, quiassit accum num quatur si de ipsam facersp



Duties Test ereicaborrum et ommoloribus. Hendam, ofﬁcat. Ofﬁciendis doloreptio et hiciis ea pra



dolor sum estis molor aut odis exero ellum explati busamusam faceror esciatium auta
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For employees who qualify for overtime pay by working more than 40 hours in a given week, the
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updated rule more than doubles the salary level.
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The previous limit was $455 per week/$23,660 annually. This threshold has been increased to
$913 per week/$47,476 annually.
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Raise the salary for exempt positions to $47,476 annually/$913 weekly



Reclassify positions to non-exempt/hourly, track their time and pay them overtime



Reclassify positions to non-exempt/hourly, reduce their hourly equivalent rate to offset the

addition of overtime pay
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Record-keeping will become very important for non-exempt employees



Job descriptions must clearly state expectations of work hours



Mobile device management (taking phone calls and emails) cannot be ignored
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spending plans. 4) Adequate documentation of decision making during financial management. All of
these new requirements are good advice for every non-profit board, but is it enough?
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My firm worked with Gamma Phi Beta House Corporation since its inception in 1988. The board president
had been in her office for 6 years. We talked with her several times a month, sometimes almost daily. In
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the planning for their new $14 Million building on the campus of The University of Alabama, we met
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On the morning of April 1, 2015 I received a call from a bank security officer from an obscure bank in
alibus consequ assimax imagnat emporernam qui dolorro tet, site doluptat. Iciis aruptatet mil ium
Raleigh, NC. We didn’t have clients or bank accounts in Raleigh at the time and her phone call made no
hiliquis everumetur? equ assimax imagnat emporernam qui dolorro tet, site dol.ptatet mil ium hiliquis
sense to me. She said they had some money that belonged to our client and she was returning it. Bank
everumetur?
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dol. no information. However on a
security officers
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secretive qui
anddolorro
she offered
virtually
subsequent call she said “we can’t bank this customer any longer”. I serve on the board of a local
community bank and I knew immediately what that meant – either someone had committed fraud or was
suspected of doing so.
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did not detect the elaborate scheme, perpetrated by a determined criminal who had gained the trust of
her local organization.
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First, the recommendations mentioned above are a good first start and I would suggest these as basic
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requirements. Dual signatures on bank accounts are not enough. Many people will simply pre-sign
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checks to meet the requirement or get around it in another way. Additionally, most banks don’t offer dual

We suggest your organizationint
adopt
very strict
guidelines for reimbursement of expenses incurred by
et a iliquosse
pea,

members of your board or organization. Under no circumstances should the organization allow board
members to charge items on their personal credit cards simply to take advantage of credit card loyalty
TITLE HERE TITLE HERE

programs or ‘points’. Original credit card receipts should be submitted for reimbursement along with a
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forquos
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flights, rental cars, hotels, mileage,
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allowed where choices are available. i.e. economy vs. first class.
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Detailed spending plans should be voted on by the board of directors in advance of each year. Material
changes to the plan should also be voted on based on requirements of your organizational by-laws and
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policies. Reputable vendors should be used when purchasing furniture, equipment and performing
Ipis maintenance.
nos et, voluptis aligendit latempelis elitia volorrum senis eossimaximi, nimaion exerum eum

atur, consequae labo. Tatem labo. Lam lati debitis is alitist haruptatur acid utent laborepel mi, que
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financial
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assets of our clients. We went the extra mile in managing the situation when it was discovered. We
alibus consequ assimax imagnat emporernam qui dolorro tet, site doluptat. Iciis aruptatet mil ium
contacted Federal authorities, engaged the services of a local CPA firm to perform a special audit of the
hiliquis everumetur? equ assimax imagnat emporernam qui dolorro tet, site dol.ptatet mil ium hiliquis
books and records, and notified all the pertinent parties. As far as we know, our client recovered all of the
everumetur?
equ
assimax
imagnat emporernam
dolorro
tet,
site dol.
funds that
were
misappropriated
which isn’t qui
normally
the
case.
However, you cannot simply drop off the
checkbooks and hope for the best. You must remain involved in the management of your organization to
ensure its success and protect the assets of your organization for future generations.
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The total amount paid on water loss claims during winter break of the 2013-14 academic
year:et$27
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million
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Turn the heat down to no less than 60 degrees, don’t turn the heat off!



Have a house corporation officer or undergraduate member stop by the house daily to make

int et a iliquosse pea,

certain the house is secure, there has not been a loss and the heat is working


TITLE
HERE TITLE
If a local undergraduate
or alumnus
can’tHERE
be counted on to check on the house, hire someone to
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Call your heating contractor immediately if there is a problem with the furnace and take
dolor sum estis molor aut odis exero ellum explati busamusam faceror esciatium auta
immediate action to prevent
further
damage
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do it for you over the break



It is important to alsoint
beetaware
of your
outside property. To help reduce the risk of injuries of
a iliquosse
pea,

members, guests, or other people just passing by your house, make sure that snow is removed
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and ice is treated in aereicaborrum
timely fashion.
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Consider installing a water
detection
system
Pro.
The system
monitors
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pressurized water lines
foreatus
unintended
flow of
your
plumbing
system
fixtures.
The sus quos
intflow
et a restrictions
iliquosse pea,for automatic water shut off or alert an authorized user
device may be set with

allowing water shut off from a remote location. The system also monitors water temperature to
provide freeze warnings.
If you are interested in the significant property premium discount you
TITLE HERE TITLE HERE
would receive for installing
system,
Bob Hearn
at num
bhearn@totalleak.com.
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